An empiric weight computation for record linkage using linearly combined fields' similarity scores.
Record linkage is the task of identifying which records from one or more data sources refer to the same entity. Many record linkage methods were introduced and applied over the last decades. In general, the principle is to compare a range of available identifier fields in record pairs among different data sources, in order to make a linkage decision. The Fellegi-Sunter probabilistic record linkage (PRL-FS) is one of the most commonly used methods. To obtain a better performance, Winkler proposed an enhanced PRL-FS method (PRL-W) that takes into account field similarity, but its implementation requires the estimation of much more parameters which complicates the task. Consequently, we propose to develop a method that contains the best features in the PRL-FS and the PRL-W methods: simplicity of parameters estimation and consideration of fields' similarities. We hypothesize that our record linkage method outperforms the PRL-FS, and can achieve a similar performance of the PRL-W. This paper presents briefly the PRL-FS and PRL-W methods, and describes in details how to combine fields' similarity scores to create a novel record pair weight. Simulated data sets were used to assess and to compare these three methods regarding their ability to reduce the rates of false matches and false non-matches.